Thank you to the many generous
contributors and their efforts to help
preserve the legacy of Arthur A. Collins
and Collins Radio Co.
Only through the generous donations of volunteers’ time, donated artifacts and sponsorship can the Arthur
A. Collins Legacy Association exist.
Arthur A Collins Legacy Association
is certified as a 501(c)-3 not-for-profit
corporation. If you would like to donate
a tax deductible gift to AACLA, it would
be much appreciated.
We accept
money and artifacts that express some
part of the history of Collins Radio
Company and is acceptable to display.

Museum Info Goes Here:
Location:
Hours:
Contact:
Group Tours:
Plans for future museum activities:
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A Culture of Innovation
Our Projects
The following projects are just some of the
current and ongoing activities of the AACL:
Video Documentaries

Arthur got his start as an amateur radio operator in his
attic room in 1925.

Our Mission
The mission of the Arthur A. Collins
Legacy Association (AACLA) is to promote education by connecting the past with
the present and future.
This is accomplished rough preserving,
honoring, and portraying the legacy and
history of the significant contributions to
avionics, communications, aerospace, and
defense technologies by Arthur A. Collins,
and the employees of the Collins Transmitter Company, Collins Radio Company
(CRC), the Collins Divisions of Rockwell
International, and Rockwell Collins Incorporated (RCI).

“A Culture of Innovation” DVD that characterized Arthur Collins and provided insight
about many achievements that he and the employees of CRC provided for avionics, communications, aerospace, and defense technologies
was released in October of 2015.
AACLA is in the process of planning details, conducting interviews, collecting artifacts
and other source information for more documentaries. The goal is
to provide further information about technology achievements
that CRC and its successor companies have
contributed.
Museum
AACLA’s major long term goal is to
provide educational displays of historical
information and artifacts in a museum set-

ting to show how CRC and its successors
have and continue to influence our lives
through innovation and technology.
AACLA is currently collecting, relocating, and storing artifacts and conducting discussions for a museum Joint Venture.

